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What is Paleography?
• Paleography in the French tradition is the science as well as the art of deciphering handwriting and decoding the
meaning of handwritten texts.
• Periods of study ostensibly range from the earliest examples of recorded documents through early modern handwritten
texts of the 17th century.
• Paleography also includes “the dating and identification of hands and scripts, and recognition of the place of origin of a
manuscript and the scribal practices and conventions represented in it.” (Beal, 2008, p. 279)
• We will come back to these ideas later, but you might want to be especially on the lookout for the discussion of "hands" versus
"scripts"!
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• Paleographers can study any writings done by hand, from any
continent, in any language and writing system.

Who Studies
Paleography?
Paleographers!

• For example, Biblical studies scholars, historians focusing on the Middle
East, Far East, and Southeast Asia, scientists, and scholars from many
other disciplines all employ paleography in their study of handwritten
primary source documents.
• As such, paleography is an important “auxiliary discipline” to historical
studies, and is an essential part of diplomatics (the science of studying
historical documents).
• Diplomatics is the field with which paleography co-emerged in the
19th century.
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Are Archivists
Paleographers?
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Newberry library
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https://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/newberry-library-chicago?select=xBosIclfszZvYknmzWeLjw

Mellon Summer
Institute in French
Paleography
• Class of 2021
• Instructor: Marc Smith of the Ecole des
chartes in Paris.
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What do
paleographers
do?

• The paleographer’s work extends to decoding a number of
document types. The codex, yes, but also:
• epistolatory content (i.e., letters)
• diaries
• financial records

• judicial decisions
• edicts, and
• any other kind of primary source record that might serve a longterm use and deserve to be studied.
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Week 3 homework
assignment: an Inventory
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The Big Picture
• What specialized knowledge does the paleographer have? How are the secrets of manuscripts revealed through their close
study?
• One aspect that serves as a point of departure is the consideration that paleography incorporates a deep knowledge of
writing conventions of the time period under study.
• Writing is a communicative act, recording a message for ulterior consumption by a skilled reader.
• The paleographer must understand all the nuances of the craft that would be understood by the manuscript’s contemporaries; beyond
that, the paleographer must also understand both the art and the science of working with centuries-old material culture today. The
secrets of such content are generally considered to reside in the material objects under study.
• This experience working with historical documents leads them to the ability to "fill in the blanks."
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Testament that
accompanied the
inventory we
just saw
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Manuscript Features
and Considerations
Scripts and writing surface
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What is a "manuscript" in English? IN the Information
Professions?
• This is another one where there might be a lot of different answers, depending on whom you ask.

• We can acknowledge that in the most traditional sense, "manuscript" means something written by hand
• Manu = "hand" (e.g., manual labor, manufacture in its oldest sense)
• Script = "writing" or "to write"

• In the information professions, "manuscripts" when part of a collection can be synonymous with being unique, and being
unpublished.
• Special collections and archives usually house these handwritten materials.
• Theses and dissertations, if not published to the web, easily fall into this category in the world of library cataloging.
• Did you know: In scholarly communication, a "manuscript" is the version that is sent for consideration to a publisher.
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And "illuminated Manuscripts"?
• Illuminated manuscripts are hand-written books with painted decoration that generally includes precious metals such as
gold or silver. The pages were made from animal skin, commonly calf, sheep, or goat. Illuminated manuscripts were
produced between 1100 and 1600, with monasteries as their earliest creators. Wealthy patrons also wanted these
illustrative works for personal libraries and encouraged the formation of private workshops that flourished in French and
Italian cities between the 13th and 15th centuries. The decline of the illuminated manuscript tradition coincided with the
ability to mass produce printed text and the increasing numbers of literate people who wanted secular as well as
religious books. --https://www.nga.gov/conservation/paper/manuscript-project.html
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"illuminated" or Not?
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The individual or individuals involved
• Modest writing projects, like letters, diary entries, or even inventories would
probably be written by one person.
• Complex writing projects like very expensive books on the previous slide
might have employed:
• A scribe writing the text
• A rubricator adding text in red (or red and blue, as was the tradition in France)
• An illuminator adding decorative letters or entire scenes

• A subsequent reader adding annotations/marginalia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubrication
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Hypertext has been around
long before VanNeVar Bush

https://www.univ-montp3.fr/uoh/lelivre/partie2/de_lannotation_aux_marginalia.html
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https://medievalbooks.nl/2013/06/21/voices-on-the-medieval-page-1-the-reader/

How did European languages
evolve in their written form?
• In other words, what are some features of medieval writing? This is an ambitious question!
The list below is not comprehensive, but is more a point of departure:
• Little to no upper case/lower case distinction
• Little to no punctuation
• No accent marks
• Inconsistent use of letters
• Inconsistent spelling of words
• Individual letters might be written differently in different parts of the word
(beginning, middle, end)
• Abbreviations were inconsistent; their use was inconsistent
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Handwriting in
Books in France
9th-15th Century
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"and" Tyronian?
Tironian notes (Latin: notae Tironianae; or Tironian shorthand) is a system of shorthand invented by Tiro (who died in 4
BC), Marcus Tullius Cicero's slave and personal secretary and later a freedman. Tiro's system consisted of about 4,000
symbols that in classical times were extended to 5,000 signs. During the medieval period, Tiro's notation system was taught
in European monasteries and was brought to about 13,000 signs. The usage of Tironian notes declined after 1100 AD but
were still in some use in the 17th century. A handful are still common today. -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tironian_notes
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Handwriting in
Books in France
9th-15th Century
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Examples of Blackletter
• Blackletter (sometimes black letter), also known as Gothic script, Gothic minuscule, or Textura, was a script used
throughout Western Europe from approximately 1150 until the 17th century. --https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackletter

• The next four slides show ways that blackletter scripts were used...
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Northern European: Textualis, also known as textura or Gothic bookhand,
was the most calligraphic form of blackletter, and today is the form most
associated with "Gothic".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackletter#Textualis
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Southern European Textualis
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Cursiva

Cursiva refers to a very large variety of forms of blackletter; as with modern cursive writing, there is no real standard form. It developed in the 14th century
as a simplified form of textualis, with influence from the form of textualis as used for writing charters. Cursiva developed partly because of the introduction
of paper, which was smoother than parchment. It was therefore, easier to write quickly on paper in a cursive script. -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackletter#Cursiva
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Hybrida
Hybrida is also called bastarda (especially in France), and as its name suggests, is a hybrid form of the script. It is a mixture of textualis and cursiva, developed
in the early 15th century. From textualis, it borrowed vertical ascenders, while from cursiva, it borrowed long ⟨f⟩ and ⟨ſ⟩, single-looped ⟨a⟩, and ⟨g⟩ with
an open descender (similar to Carolingian forms). --https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackletter#Hybrida
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But! None of this is set in
stone
To present it like this, it seems so easy!
Yet, the reality is that, even if the manuscript is in good repair/readable and not
torn, stained, bug-eaten... it still might be somewhat difficult (to impossible) to
make out what is written.
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Why do these all look
so different???
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Fundamental notions
• Script

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND.

• Scribe

• Hand
This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.
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Taxonomy of Influences: Scribe
SCRIBE as influence on the hand

Cultural milieu

Education/literacy; Professional affiliation (i.e., secular or religious); Social class; Languages spoken; Geographic location

Ability and talent

Artistic ability; Cognitive ability; Experience; Training

Physical attributes

Coordination/finesse with a quill and eraser; Eyesight; Posture

Circumstances for writing

Desk/surface used; Intended audience; Hours worked in a day; Satiety; Physical comfort of space; Salary for professional work;
Homelife
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Taxonomy of Influences: manuscript
Circumstances for writing

Manuscript

Nature of the document written/copied

Religious, personal, legal, financial etc. information; Language choice (e.g., Latin, vernacular); Formality of the publication process;

Tropes invoked/style adopted; Intention to distribute or maintain private, confidential
Mechanics adopted

Script (e.g., Gothic, secretary, cursive, bastarda, etc.)

Writing materials

Surface (e.g., vellum, paper, etc.); Ink; Quill

Circumstances for production

Personal or commission; Timeliness of the need/required speed of the work; Proof of authenticity/accuracy
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"Objective" Criteria in Paleography
• One of the earliest lists was by Jean Mallon who proposed seven points for analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Form, “the morphology of the letters.”
Pen angle (l’angle d’écriture) “in relation to the base line.”
Ductus, “the sequence and direction of a letter’s different traces.”
Modulus, the proportions of the letters.
Weight, “the difference in thickness between the hair lines and the shadow lines.”
Writing support.
Internal characteristics, “the nature of the text.”

Many other lists exist – some for identifying modern forgeries, others just putting forth their own ideas, all of which, nonetheless, are
not in any way objective; these are all, when measured, subjective! Even paleographers don't always agree!
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Roman de la rose – which is the oldest version?
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Summary of Some Challenges to Paleography
Scripts

Interchangeable use of letters (e.g., “i” and “y” in Old French and Middle French); Scripts using the same combination of strokes

for different letters (e.g., confusion between “s” and “f”); Inconsistent abbreviations
Hands (i.e., writing of a single scribe)

Pen strokes, directional motion, pen lifts; Inconsistent formation of characters, abbreviations; Non-standard spelling; Nonstandard grammar; Inconsistent flourishes; Mistakes -- Human error; “Susceptibility to tiredness, illness and stress”

Material defects

Missing, ripped/torn, folded, holes; Bindings or seals that obscure texts; Scratches/erasures that damage the page; Ink that is too
dark or not dark enough
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Did you think you'd leave today knowing how to do
paleography?
• Sorry.

• I thought I'd leave at the end of summer feeling very confident... I still don't.
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How can you study paleography?
• The Folger Shakespeare Library is running Practical Paleography sessions for aspiring paleographers wishing to learn collaboratively and in
real-time about paleography. https://folgerpedia.folger.edu/Practical_Paleography
• Another example of an initiative, this one self-paced, is the tutorial for Bess of Hardwick’s Letters, a collection of 12 early modern letters that
have been scanned. https://www.bessofhardwick.org/
• An online tutorial is provided (https://www.bessofhardwick.org/background.jsp?id=231) as well as links to four additional tutorials, each of which also makes use of scanned resources.
• English Handwriting: An Online Course (University of Cambridge): http://scriptorium.english.cam.ac.uk/handwriting/;
• Scottish Handwriting: Online Tuition in the Palaeography of Scottish Documents (The National Records of Scotland): http://www.scottishhandwriting.com/;
• Palaeography: Reading Old Handwriting 1500-1800, A Practical Online Tutorial (UK National Archives): http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/palaeography;
• Folger Shakespeare Library Digital Image Collection: http://luna.folger.edu/

• Many libraries and digital libraries also make online resources available, which ultimately serves to support increasingly sophisticated uses of
their own digital library collections, e.g., https://folgerpedia.folger.edu/List_of_online_resources_for_early_modern_English_paleography
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What should archivists keep in mind about paleography?
Paleographers are interested in the manuscript as a primary source document
• Scans are great! But not the same thing.
• Story of letters during the plague is sometimes told through one's nose...
High quality scans are surrogates – they are not the "real thing"
• Scans can be incredibly useful, not only for learning paleography, but also for studying manuscripts...
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Digital Archives
Value Added
• Digital libraries specializing in manuscripts have made a
number of advances, with an example being the French
National Archives which allows for images of manuscripts
to be manipulated through zooming in and out, color
correction of images, etc.
• By adding filters to a high-quality image of a page,
for example, a paleographer has the potential to
interact in novel ways with a manuscript that
transcend what is available to the human eye.
•

image: https://www.siv.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/siv/media/FRAN_IR_041631/c1p6wbgvio8b-ntc6y4m7i6xu/FRAN_0159_05515_L

•

finding aid entry: https://www.siv.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/siv/rechercheconsultation/consultation/ir/consultationIR.action?irId=FR
AN_IR_041631&udId=c1p6wbgvio8b-ntc6y4m7i6xu&details=true&gotoArchivesNums=false&auSeinIR=true&formCaller=GENERALIST
E&fullText=meubles
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Innovative Digital Libraries supporting manuscript studies
• Christine de Pizan Digital Scriptorium: https://dlmm.library.jhu.edu/en/christine-de-pizan-digital-scriptorium/

• DigiPal: http://www.digipal.eu/
• "DigiPal is a new resource for the study of medieval handwriting, particularly that produced in England during the years 1000–1100,
the time of Æthelred, Cnut and William the Conqueror. It is designed to allow you to see samples of handwriting from the period and
to compare them with each other quickly and easily."

• The Quill Project: https://www.quillproject.net/quill
• Provides a platform for diplomatics documents (in this case, relating to the negotiations surrounding the U.S. Constitution) that permits
the reconstitution of context through temporal means by end-users.
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Advances in "digital paleography": IIIF and IIIF Viewers
• The International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF) standard is an emerging standard that permits libraries around the world
to expose their digital library contents in a way that is consumable by researchers with IIIF viewers.
• These viewers enable detailed work comparing manuscripts from a single interface.
• Once the IIIF images have been identified through a participating institution, the content’s manifest can be loaded into one of the open source IIIF
viewers for analysis.
• IIIF content and viewers permit a virtual bringing together of manuscript pages; for example, pages of a medieval codex that were separated and
sold to libraries around the world, if scanned and made available using IIIF technologies, can be reassembled by the researcher into a virtual (in the
purest sense of the term) codex, yielding a digital surrogate that replicates how the materials originally would have appeared.
• Such initiatives obviously save the time of scholars, but also unquestionably provide access to surrogates of resources that simply is not possible
physically.
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IIIF Viewer
• This image of a IIIF Viewers shows a
manuscript page from the Newberry Library
in Chicago, IL, USA through the IIIF viewer
from the University of Toronto. additional
pages can be added by the user).

• https://iiif.library.utoronto.ca/image/v2/pa
leography:1186/full/full/0/default.jpg
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Advances in "digital paleography": tei initiatives
• Specifically, TEI for Manuscript Description (TEI_ms) allows for information about manuscripts to be recorded in XML and made
searchable through digital library interfaces.
• Elements that can be captured in TEI using complex version of the msdescription module include elements such as watermarks,
stamps, signatures, heraldry such as heraldic arms or mottos, rubrics (i.e., a special, often ornate heading found in European
manuscripts and created by the rubricator), and elements of the physical description including information about how the text is
laid out on the page, about marginalia, and about bindings, seals, and accompanying materials.
• Examples of TEI projects for handwritten manuscripts:
• The (downloadable) corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse: https://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/
• Dromio: Folger Transcription Platform: https://folgerpedia.folger.edu/Dromio:_Folger_Transcription_Platform
• Including instructions for crowdsourcing the TEI!!
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Automated OCR for manuscripts – HTR and AI
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Those dictionaries I mentioned Earlier
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Concluding
thoughts

• Paleography is complex; it is an art and a science and a bit of it can be subjective
• Archivists can support paleography through care of physical documents, but also through digitization projects
• Digital paleography is like other areas of the digital humanities – yes, we can find computer scientists in the space, but also
humanists doing work to advance their fields
• Increasingly, all paleographers make use of both physical and digital versions of manuscripts
• Even if the physical item is the "primary source document" manipulating digital surrogates allows for novel approaches to
49
understanding the documents

Thank you! Any Questions?
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